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1 By 1974 all eight OMEGA stations are expected to be operational
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Summary.   The OMEGA Position Location Experiment (OPLE) was performed in 1967
by the Goddard Space Flight Center in order to demonstrate a position location and data
collection system. OMEGA navigation signals were received at a remote site and
retransmitted via a synchronous satellite to a ground processing center where data
collecting and position determination was performed. Recent technological advances have
made it possible to develop an Advanced OPLE system towards a global search and
rescue application. This application generated some new problem areas such as the
OMEGA lane ambiguity, random access, location accuracy, real time processing, and size
and weight of the Search and Rescue Communication (SARCOM). This experiment will
demonstrate the feasibility of instantaneous alarm and position location by using a
relatively inexpensive, battery operated, three-pound package. This package can transmit
the alarm and position through a synchronous satellite to a search and rescue station in less
than three minutes, in an environment of 50,000 to 100,000 subscribers drawn from the
maritime, aircraft, recreational communities and others.

Introduction.   The advanced OPLE (OMEGA Position Location Equipment) concept was
chosen by the NASA/NAVY and USGG as the best suited system for search and rescue
application. From a number of systems that were considered, this concept was the only one
that satisfied the requirements of global continuous coverage using already existing
OMEGA navigation signals1. Furthermore, this system concept is already under
development at NASA/GSFC for this and other applications; thus, the adaption of this
system for search and rescue results in further savings in development time and cost. The
above rationale led to a proposal for a joint NASA, NAVY, USGG Global Rescue Alarm
Net (GRAN) experiment.

The four essential elements of this experiment are: The OMEGA navigation signals,
Mobile Search and Rescue Communicators (SARCOM), the geosynchronous satellite, and
the central data acquisition and processing station (Fig. 1).



The very low frequency (VLF) OMEGA signals will be received by the SARCOM and
retransmitted at UHF along with identification data to the geosynchronous satellite. Next
they will be relayed to the central data acquisition and processing station.

There, the location of the SARCOM will be determined from the VLF data, and the name
of the distressed party will be obtained from the ID data.

Some of the most significant technological objectives are outlined below.

1. Reduce SARCOM,size, weight, and cost.
2. Resolve the ambiguity inherent in the OMEGA navigation system.
3. Provide real time position determination and identification readout.
4. Increase subscriber capacity while maintaining good accuracy and low probability

of self interference.
5. Demonstrate a low cost search and rescue system.

Some of the technical objectives have been completed and deserve elaboration. A
breadboard and a prototype of the SARCOM have been completed. The prototype has
been successfully tested by transmitting through LES 6 with a modification of the carrier
frequency. The prototype has passed the tests with a simulated satellite since there was no
satellite available at the 402 MHz frequency. The specification of the SARCOM are given
below.

Volume 1000 cm3

Electronics Weight 1 KG
Output Power 5 Watts max
Frequency 406 MHz
Bandwidth 2.5 KHz
Operation 3 minute broadcasts repeated at

approximately 20 min. intervals
Data Social Security number (36 bits)or other

unique identifier

The most significant objective is the resolution of the lane ambiguity.

Omega is a global radio navigation system based on a network of eight transmitting Omega
stations. Each Omega station transmits three basic frequencies which are all integral
multiples of a fundamental frequency, f, and they are given by: f 1=10.2 KHz=9f, f2=11.33
KHz=10f, f3=13.6 KHz= 12f.



The three frequencies from a number of Omega stations, such as the three shown in
Figure 2 are relayed by the platform whose position is to be determined through the
satellite to a ground station. Here the three signals originating from any particular Omega
station are in effect combined to yield a waveform at the fundamental frequency, f=1.133
KHz. The difference in times of arrival of two signals is measured and hence the difference
in path lengths from the platform is calculated. The difference in path lengths defines a
hyperbolic line of position shown as LOP1 in Figure 3. Any point such as Q on it has a
path length difference R1 - R2 from the two Omega stations equal to the measured value. A
second pair of Omega stations such as S2 and S3 in Figure 2 yields a second hyperbola
(LOP2 in Figure 2), and the platform position is determined as being at their intersection.

The Ambiguity Problem and Its Solution.   The ambiguity problem exists because
differences in times of arrival are determined by measuring the phase difference of the two
1.133 KHz frequencies. If the phase difference as measured is 1, where 1 is limited to a
value between 0E and 360E, the actual phase difference is 1+ 2Bm where m, which is the
integral number of cycles of phase difference cannot be measured. Each value of m yields
a number for the phase difference and the corresponding value for the time delay
difference. When the time delay difference is multiplied by the speed of light the difference
in path lengths from the two Omega stations to the platform is obtained. The locus of this
difference is a hyperbola. For each value of m or integral cycles of phase difference, a
different hyperbola is obtained. Thus, each phase difference measurement yields a family
of hyperbolas as in Figure 4. The intersections of the hyperbolas with the baseline are
separated by half a wavelength or approximately 72 miles at 1.133 KHz. A second pair of
Omega stations yields a second family of hyperbolas. In order to obtain two independent
families of hyperbolas a minimum of three Omega stations are sufficient (one station may
be common to both pairs). Because we have a grid defined by the two families of lines of
position, the intersection of any two lines could be a platform position as shown in
Figure 5. Resolving the ambiguity means selecting the actual true position from among the
candidate ambiguity points.

Lane Ambiguity Resolution.   Some of the most promising methods that have been
considered for resolving the lane ambiguity in the omega navigation system are listed
below.

1. Signal to signal ratio comparison
2. Time of Arrivel of the omega burst (TA)
3. Multiple Lines of Position (MLOP)
4. Additional omega tones

The TA and the MLOP techniques, in addition to being the two most promising
techniques, they also result in a simpler SARCOM by adding the complexity to the Ground
Control Center



1) Difference in Time of Arrival (TA)

This technique uses the whole waveform transmitted by the OMEGA stations. The effect
is that the ambiguity frequency is 10 seconds, the repetition period of the OMEGA
transmission. The signals from the two (2) OMEGA stations could, in concept, be cross
correlated to obtain the difference in time of arrival; however, the required level of
quantization is not practically achievable in view of the magnitude of the ambient noise. To
overcome this problem the configuration of Figure 6 is used. A calibration platform is
located in the vicinity of OMEGA station A. The signal from station A is transmitted to the
satellite through two paths, the calibration platform and the platform P. The cross
correlation of these two signals is maximized to obtain the difference in time of arrival

1.
J1 = tp1 + ts - tc1 - t1

Where the above parameters are shown in Figure 6; tc1 and t1 are known and J1, is
measured by the correlation technique.

Similarly for the signal from OMEGA station B the difference in time of arrival of the
signal throughout the platform P and the calibration platform P is 

J2 = tp2 + ts - t c 2 - t1

where tc2 and t2 are known and J2 is measured by auto correlation techniques; subtracting
J2 from J1

J1 - J2 = tp1 -  tp2 + tc2 - tc1

or

tp1 - tp2 = J1 - J2 + tc1 - tc2

the right hand of the equation is either measurable or known.

Dividing by the propagation velocity we obtain

xp1 - xp2 = Constant

where x1. x2, are the distances of the platform from A and B.
The above equation indicates a hyperbolic line of position with no ambiguity. Obviously
this technique requires less than eight calibration platforms, and results in an rms error of
less than 300 nmi.



2) Multiple Lines of Position

The TA technique restricts the solution to an area of about 300 nmi in diameter. To further
reduce the ambiguity within the 72 nmi one can apply the method described by Figure 7.

The method described for resolving the ambiguity is illustrated in Figure 7a. The platform
is located at Ap, and "1 and "2 are two lines of position passing through this location. A’ is
another candidate ambiguity point generated by the crossing of two lines of position of the
same two families. If we consider now an additional family of lines of positions generated
by an additional pair of Omega stations, a member of this family will pass through Ap,
however, a member denoted by "3 + 2B will in general not pass through A’. In other
words, at the true position the lines intersect, but at some other candidate ambiguity point
they do not. The addition of noise causes slight displacements in the lines yielding the
configuration of Figure 7b. At both the true position Ap and the candidate ambiguity point
A’ the three lines of position form triangles, however, in the neighborhood of true position
of the platform the triangle is more likely to have a smaller area. A systematic graphical
method of resolving the ambiguity would consist of finding a point, denoted by X in the
first triangle, such that the squares of distances to the three lines of position is a minimum;
a similar point is found for the second triangle and the true position is selected as
whichever point has the smalles sum of squares. The probability that the neighborhood of
the true position of the platform is selected is always greater. The procedure described
here is a more rigorous mathematical equivalent of this simple graphical procedure. In lieu
os the sum of sqares of the distances to the lines of position, a likelihood function is
computed for each of the grid-points or candidate ambiguity points. These functions are
compared and the most likely one of these is selected as the position of the platform. The
method can be applied to signals from 4, 5, 6, 7 or 8 Omega stations, corresponding to 3,
4, 5, 6 or 7 families of lines of position.

3) Simulation Results

The method was tested through computer simulation. A typical run consisted of the
following steps:

a. A platform position was assumed and the associated phase differences were
computed from its coordinates and the coordinates of the Omega stations.

b. Noise terms obtained from a random number generator (with normal distribution)
were added, to yield simulated phase difference measurements.



c. The candiate ambiguity points were computed from two phase difference
measurements and a coarse position input. The latter was obtained by adding random
offsets to the true position, with a variance of 80 nmi

in longitude and latitude.

d. The likelihood function and maximum likelihood estimate of position was obtained
for the neighborhood of each ambiguity point.

e. All the maximum likelihood estimates of position for which the log-likelihood
function exceeded a preset value were printed out.

 For all the computer runs the platforms were assumed to be located in the Atlantic in
either the Northern or Southern hemisphere. The number of Omega station signals received
was assumed equal to five for some runs and equal to four for others. The signal power to
noise density ratio was assumed equal to 10 dB for three Omega stations and 0 dB for the
others. An integration time of eighteen seconds was assumed available for phase
measurements; since the Omega signals are transmitted at the rate of one pulse of one
second duration every ten seconds, this corresponds to an elapsed time of 180 seconds.

In the case of signals from five Omega stations a total of 570 runs were performed, each
run for a different platform position. In all cases the ambiguity was successfully resolved.

In the case of signals from four Omega stations 177 runds were performed. The largest
value of the quadratic form Q associated with the true platform position equaled 17.1,
hence (somewhat arbitrarily) all neighborhoods for which Q did not exceed twenty were
considered candidates for likely position. Table I lists the number of runs for which n of
the Q’s had a value less than twenty. Thus out of the 177 simulated distress events in 34 of
the cases rescue missions would have had to be sent to more than one location, if all the
locatifts with Q less than twenty would have been considered. The total number of
missions sent out in response to the 177 distress signals would have equaled 243.

Table I.  Number of Runs in which n of the Q’s Had a Value Not Exceeding 20

n (number of Q’s less than 20) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Number of runs 0 143 22 3 3 3 2 0 1

An alternate strategy is suggested by Table II. In no case was the order of the Q for the
true position higher than four. Thus, in each case, sending rescue missions to the four
locations associated with the four smallest Q’s would have included the true site of the
distress. The total number of missions under this strategy would have equaled 708.



Table II.  Number of Runs in which the Order (in increasing order) the Q Associated With
the True Platform Position Equaled p

p (order of correct Q) 1 2 3 4

Number of runs 161 12 3 1

The third strategy is suggested by Table III which includes sites with Q less than twenty
but never more than the four most likely sites. This strategy would have resulted in 232
missions in response to the distress signals from the 177 sites.

Table III.  Number of Runs with r of the Q s Not Exceeding 20, when only the Four
Smallest Q’s Are Considered

r (number of Q’s less than 20) 1 2 3 4

Number of Runs 143 22 3 9

CAPACITY:  To increase subscriber capacity, the WARC has allocated 100MHz at VHF
(at 406.OMHz to 406.1MHz for uplink search and rescue applications). The present
SARCOM utilizes 2.5kHz for its information bandwidth thus resulting in 40 search and
rescue channels. As the number of users becomes larger, the probability of simultaneous
transmission increases, thus increasing the risk of two or more users transmitting in the
same channel during the same transmission time interval. This risk can be decreased by
decreasing the transmission interval or the bandwidth required. The former will result in
lower accuracy and the latter may increase the complexity and power requirements of the
SARCOM. This is clearly a trade-off problem. Preliminary results indicate that with one
hundred available channels and five or more simultaneous alarms, the probability or two or
more SARCOMS being on the same channel is about 5%. This trade-off analysis will
require more data on accident statistics which will be supplied by the U.S. Coast Guard.
The determination of cost functions on pertinent parameters such as false alarm, missed
alarm, etc. will facilitate decisions on system design.

In summary, the technique outlined in this paper should not be considered finalized at this
time since the experiment itself will be used as a vehicle to perform optimization and
trade-off studies of the various possible solutions to the search and rescue problem.

The development of an Advanced OPLE concept will also offer a capability for other user
applications. It is anticipated that interest will be solicited among data collection users for
additional experiments. The U.S. Naval Oceanographic Office has a requirement for real-
time buoy tracking experiments to improve ocean current forecasting techniques. Interest



has also been expressed by scientists in meteorology and ecology for real-time data
gathering system .
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Figure 1.  The Global Rescue Alarm System

Figure 2.  The Advanced OPLE System



Figure 3.  The Hyperbolic Position Location System

Figure 4.  The Hyperbolic Family of Lines of Position

Figure 5.  A Hyperbolic Grid



Figure 6.  The Time of Arrival Technique

Figure 7.  Typical Ambiguity Points


